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A story of a war. A struggle opposed to evil, and its equipment of corruption. interplanetary
worlds stand opposed to legions of man-made creatures - creatures first shaped by means of
geneticists who, blinded by way of their delight and rebellion, created a race of serious
exoskeletal beings. Powerful, enduring, intelligent, and endowed with an ever-growing choice to
Aelnathan enslave all else that lives, those creatures are heartless and methodical of their
march of conquest. Their grasp is Uednuer, an immaterial being of corruption. those creatures
serve him with no question, as he implements his layout to finally rule the actual and
metaphysical. For time Aelnathan being, his aim is to beat a definite sunlight approach that has
continually given him the Aelnathan most powerful resistance, which includes AErt - the planet
the place the bogus exoskeletal creatures got here to being - and Iln - a moon whose population
are allied to the population of AErt. This ebook recounts the tale of probably the best warfare
that has but ravaged those worlds. giant battles, precarious infiltration missions, braveness and
honor, treachery Aelnathan and deceit, new degrees of twisted organic applied sciences - all of
those locate their manner into the canopy of this volume. it's a clash of fact and lies, of fine and
evil, of purity and corruption.
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